
Week 4.  BEHAVIOUR, STILLNESS AND DETACHMENT (The day of the Goldfish)

'Just as the water of the lake can reflect perfectly the sky, the trees and the mountains but only when it is still, so too the 

mind can reflect the true nature of the person….only when it is also still.  Indira Dev.

Talk:- Difference between relaxation, stillness and detachment

Using mindfulness to observe different behaviours:-

Programmed, Conditioned, Stress reduction, Survival.

Emergence of 'Reciprocal Altruism' from 'Self Preservation'. Both based on survival. 

Social behaviours 'good'. Antisocial behaviours 'bad'. Arbitrary rather than finite.

'Nothing either good or bad but thinking maketh it so.' :-evolutionary microchips, chimps' bottoms.

Culmination of sense of self as collection of behaviours controlled by the 'alarm 

system' in response to environment. 

Object:- i) To experience and enjoy stillness for its own sake

ii) To promote observer state through stillness. 

iii) To come to terms with  the chiding of the radar:-  (boredom, frustration, fear, anxiety, 

worry about wasting time, fantasy, memories, anger, pain, fatigue and grief. 

iv)To be able to watch and interpret the internal dialogue particularly with respect to 

behaviours.

v) To suspend judgements on what is 'good' and what is 'evil' 

vi) The beginning of deconstruction of guilts. We are not our past behaviour but 

works in progress.

vii)  Self acceptance (pre-requisite to growth?) 

To see beyond superficial self to deeper self (or Self.)

Class meditation and Homework. 

i) Relaxation to state of stillness. Exercise in observing the ease/ difficulty in staying  there 

versus the demands of the Radar. Tropical fish  floating awareness.

ii) Observations of self and behaviour. Honest response to charity appeals.

iii) Walking meditation./ Cloud hands.
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IN BRIEF. DEVELOPMENT OF DETACHMENT TO OBSERVE SUFFERING AND BEHAVIOUR

The story so far:- 

For Evolution up to humans . Survival → Arms Race

Alarm System → Physical Response → All geared towards protecting you in the Now.

Dealing with the uncomfortable by obliteration or avoidance.

Craftier Stealth was met by improvements in the Alarm System.

Unconscious+/-Conscious throughout the 24/7.

For humans. More Memory, Infinite Calculations, Complex Personalities and Egos plus need for Communal 

Living→ Potential All Day Alarm with little Escape

Semi-permanent Tension →  Stress-related Health Conditions. 

Solution 1. Dissociate (Not that helpful.)

Solution 2. Distraction (Works for a while only)

Solution 3. Look at the Instructions. (But what/where are they?) Suggestion. Watch behaviour.

Primitive Behaviour. Starts with single cells. Even they show Approach and Avoidance 

Evolution of crocodiles. Ruthless Genes. Ego drives. 

Evolution of big brained, skinny bodied man. Need for co-operation. How? 3 ways.

i) Development of what was already there in co-operation terms.

ii)Development/ add-ons of community based re-inforcers.

i)Shame, guilt etc 

ii)compassion/ fairness/ justice/ punishment. 

iii)need to be accepted. 

iv)Need to punish cheats and behaviour that make us 

uncomfortable.

(My belief is that these were intended to be built onto a strong base of sense of self, a sense of right to 

have needs met, and the right to be alive and be loved. This is the sense of Ram Dass' line that we need 

to  do our 'Somebody' training before undertaking 'Nobody' training.)

However:-

iii) We developed the artificial concept of good and bad. This gave space to those seeking Power.. 

Particularly around acceptability, heaven/hell.
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 The Origin of suffering suggested by the Tree of knowledge of good and bad.. 

How? i) Juxtaposition of the need to punish discomfort with the feeling of discomfort at one's own behaviour. 

Giving rise to self criticism and non-acceptance/self dislike.

ii) conversion of power based competitiveness into moral superiority and jostling through judgement.

iii) Erosion of basic ego strengths. Looking after your needs could be seen as self-centred. 

What happens naturally? Move away from this discomfort into base self preservations. Erosion of sensitivity. 

Power games and manipulation. Success and reward for the 'clouded mind'. Rise of the Aspberger.

Solution:- Build on base of rights with responsibilities. Understand behaviours by developing the power of 

detachment and amused observation.

Instead of Dissociation and Distraction the Instructions can be found :-

Re-associate – i) Be aware of how your body feels.

ii) Remember how it feels to breathe.

Practice these associations to aid 'Being in the Moment' and thus  communicating and acting

appropriately with the alarm and  information systems.

Practice 'Being in the Moment' to develop Relaxation →  Stillness →  Detachment.

Use Detachment to look at how we operate (or are operated by):-

a) Behaviour, b) Personality, c) Ego, d) Emotions.
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